And Then What?
After the successful union of mind, body and spirit you are now ready to mount your four-legged throne
whose south leg is charity, north leg is creativity, east leg is cooperation, west leg is community and
south leg is charity. Creativity is that aspect of your allotted time on earth where you create.
Creativity can be of many types: you can create a family, or a business, a work of art, or an invention,
etc. Your choice depends upon your desire and capabilities and you may choose to create from these
categories or from another of your own choosing. My creation is focused on writing and publishing
books and thus far I have self-published over 90 titles. The name I give to this north leg of my throne is
Dan Aiki Publications, for which see www.danaikipublications.org.
Community is identification with a group of people. I define my community as all those peoples who
are originally from that area of earth that lies between the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn as well as
their descendants who dwell elsewhere. I call this west leg BLAC People.
Cooperation means working with people both within and outside your community to realize a common
goal that benefits one and all. Thus far my major ally has been a company created and operated by my
brother and named C.C.I. Thus far CCI has been of great help in the realization of two of our most
significant undertakings.
Charity is giving for the common good to elements of one’s chosen community without the expectation
of compensation or repayment in kind. This fourth leg in my case is focused upon projects of our BLAC
Foundation (Black languages, arts, and Culture), for which see www.blacfoundation.org .
You can choose and name the four-legs of your throne what you will, but without creativity, community,
cooperation, and charity your life on this earth is not as balanced and worthwhile as it could be. But
beware! Let us all first thrive to unite body, mind and spirit before mounting and ruling from our fourlegged throne, the four legs of which are necessarily creativity, community, cooperation, and charity.
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